“PRO-LIMITED” RECLAIM SYSTEM
The Pro-Limited is an entry level water reclaim system that can be used by a vehicle wash
that isn’t interested in the complete water restoration of their vehicle waste water before its
reused. The Pro-Limited treats the waste water by removing the solids down to 5 micron after
the standard settling tanks. Aeration is also part of the treatment process so that the water when
reused doesn’t contain an odor. What this system doesn’t do that the Bio Pro Complete does is
remove the chemicals from the waste water.
See reverse side for an explanation of the treatment process.

C Y C L O N I C S E PA R AT I O N
Cyclonic systems will remove solids
like clay and sand from waste water,
so it can be safely reused in the carwash. All of our filtration systems are
equipped with an aeration system
because cyclonic systems will not
remove chemicals from this reusable
water, and therefore this water will
develop odor if not properly infused
with oxygen.

No
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S TA N D A R D F E AT U R E S
l

Aeration system to control odor

l

5 micron solid separation with easy to clean
cyclone discharge nozzle

l

Low maintenance costs

l

Self priming pumps which include dry run
prevention and heavy duty seals

l

Variable frequency drive repress pump

l

System sizes from 20 gpm up to 160 gpm
(larger systems can be design built)

l

Minimum floor space required

l

Expandable to become a full
Bio Pro Complete system
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“PRO-LIMITED” RECLAIM SYSTEM
T R E AT M E N T P R O C E S S

As is the case with all vehicle washes, settling tanks
are required to settle out by means of gravity the
heavy solids so that reclaim systems don’t have to deal
with them mechanically or electrically.
After the waste water passes through the settling
tanks the water enters the last settling tank where the
water is aerated to infuse high levels of oxygen in the
water so that the natural bacteria in the water become
aerobic bacteria. When aerobic bacteria consume
waste in the water like vehicle wash chemicals and
oils they emit a CO2 gas which has no smell. When
this water is reused it contains no odor.
The water is then pumped into the equipment room
where hydro cyclones cyclonically separate out any
remaining solids down to 5 micron. The solids the
cyclones remove are returned to the first settling tank
where they are collect for haul off.
The last step in this limited treatment process is
when the water is sent into a conical tank which
separates out any suspended solids that remain floating in the water. These separated suspended solids are
sent back to the first settling tank as well.
After the water has been treated in the conical tank
the water is re-pressurized and sent back to the vehicle wash for reuse.
This treated water should not be used on any cloth,
brush or chemical applications as the chemicals that remain in the water will impact the
performance and wash quality. If full water

treatment is needed to maximize the reuse of water
it’s best that the wash purchase a Bio Pro Complete
system.
UPGRADE OPTION

In some configurations if wash water volumes increase this system has the capability of adding more
hydro cyclones and larger pumps to increase the
process flow capacity.
Since the Pro-Limited does not use Ozone in any
part of the treatment process this system can have the
biologic treatment process added on to this system at
a later date when the vehicle wash wishes to reuse 90
to 95 percent of the waste water. No other reclaim
system on the market can add this capability as long
as they incorporate Ozone treatment.
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